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President’s Message
“It's been over 6 months since
PWCC canceled Monday night
Club meetings due to the outbreak
of COVID-19. Soho Photo
Gallery announced its closing
as well. Government and news
reports state we should stay home
and “shelter in place,” wear face
masks to prevent the virus' spread
if we go out for essential purposes
such as medical care, food
shopping, laundry, etc. Only
those businesses that are deemed
essential should be open. Restaurants will be open for delivery or
pickup only. At all times, if we are
outside, we must “social distance”
ourselves by keeping at least six
feet away from other persons and
avoid groups of more than six to
eight people. Schools, government
offices, banks, and just about all
other activities have also come to a
halt. The economy has taken a hit
with business owners and workers
told to stay home. Airplane travel
has been curtailed. Our city is a
ghost town!”
The above was written by
me over six months ago except
for a change of “six months”
from “five weeks”! So, what's
new? PWCC is meeting online
while Soho Photo Gallery is
still closed. We are all well!
With loss of life due to COVID19; wholesale destruction of
major cities due to politics and
questionable behavior by
mayors and governors; the
economic outlook and possible
return to jobs and schools; a
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stimulus check is a possibility.
But NYC is still in lockdown.
Pat and I have tried to walk
at least 7,500 steps every day
or so to get out of the house
and partake in some exercise.
By doing so, we try to fulfill a
US Healthcare’s Renew Rewards program of various acmajority of small businesses,
complishments such as exernever to return and an upcise, colon screening, yearly
coming election, is the future
physical, etc. with cash
bleak? The death rate for
rewards. They gave Pat and
COVID-19 has drastically
me “Fitbit” watches to track
declined where now the flu
death rate is higher. Over half our progress. We usually walk
the states have “re-opened” to along the Hudson River Park
some degree and South Dakota from 14th to Christopher
Streets and then north through
which never had a shutdown
the West Village's main drag,
claims that employment has
increased to 80%. American job Hudson Street. We watched as
statistics have rebounded in a
Continued on page 5
“V” curve while a second
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Renewal Time Is Here!

dues payments on a case-bycase basis.
Please pay your $50 Club
Welcome back to another year
dues by the end of September,
of Park West photography
2020, by mailing your check or
programs. Your membership
money order (no cash in the
brings with it a full complemail, please) payable to
ment of rights and privileges,
including participation in Club PWCC. Cover your check/
money order with a folded
competitions and admittance
sheet of plain paper, seal it in
to all our Zoom meetings.
an envelope, and mail it to
our Membership Co-Chair…
Marlene Schonbrun
315 Riverside Drive, # 5E
New York, NY 10025

P.W.C.C.

We normally charge $150
for the Club year, October
through September. This
amount is divided equally to
pay for Club activities (aka
dues) and the rental of our
space at the SoHo Photo
Gallery.
Due to the circumstances
caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, all of our meetings
—for the foreseeable future—
will be held virtually using the
Zoom software.
We, therefore, are foregoing
the $75 usually collected for
room rental.
We have also reduced the
$75 charged for Club activities
to only $50 per member—this
includes the Club’s honorary
life members. As usual, the
Executive Committee will
consider requests for reduced
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Please be sure to mail your
membership dues early
enough to arrive by the 30th
of September, 2020.
As soon as it is deemed safe
to hold our meetings and other
activities at the Soho Photo
Gallery, in the field, or elsewhere we will endeavor
to do so. At that time the
Club’s Executive Committee
will determine how much to
charge the membership for
additional dues (if any) and for
the rental of space.

PHOTOPLUS
PHOTOPLUS, founded in
1983, is the largest imaging
and photography event in
North America. It is the ultimate experience for photographers to get up-to-date with
the latest industry trends.

Editorial
This issue of Photo Notes is a
streamlined edition. Many
items and features which
used to appear in each issue
have been removed—some
of them may be found on
the Club’s excellent website
<parkwestcameraclub.org>
Please let us know if
there is anything that used
to be in which no longer is
and you’d like to see it back
in the next issue.
Also let us know if there
is something that is in this
issue that you think should
be removed in future issues.
Finally, let us know if
there is something you’d
like to see in Photo Notes that
you would like to read.
All your responses will
be seriously considered.
After all, Photo Notes is your
Club newsletter.
Enjoy this issue of Photo
Notes and thank you for
your support.

PHOTOPLUS 2020 will
take place November 1, online
on the new PHOTOPLUS+
platform.
To register (and you must)
go to their website located at
<www.photoplysexpo.com>
and click on the Register box.
Info will be sent to you.
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President’s Message continued

PWCC 2020 Fall Schedule
September
7
No Meeting (Labor Day)
14
You Be the Judge
21
ExCom & Business Meetings #1
28
No Meeting (Yom Kippur)
October
5
Competition #1 (Thomas Mintz)
12
Guest Speaker (Charles Chessler)
19
Workshop (Chuck Pine)
25
Theme Night—Halloween
November
2
Competition #2 (TBA)
9
Expanding Visions 26—Intro
16
Guest Speaker (TBA)
23
George Hansen Memorial
30
ExCom & Business Meetings #2
December
7
Competition #3 (TBA)
14
Expanding Visions 26—Review
21
Theme Night—The Holidays
28
Winter Holiday
All the above activities will be conducted
virtually using the Zoom software program.
This software may be downloaded and used
at no charge to our members. As soon as it
is deemed safe to hold our meetings and
other activities at the Soho Photo Gallery,
in the field, or elsewhere, we will endeavor
to do so.
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the businesses and restaurants reopened and
now with outside street cafe areas and patrons,
there's a festive atmosphere as these establishments try to come back.
To change our walking routes, we also go
uptown and east as well. We saw over 50% of
the stores boarded up or empty with “For Rent”
signs along the business areas of 8th, 7th, 6th
and 5th Avenues. Some stores had been looted,
shattered glass nearby. Many companies are
shutting down or going bankrupt and rethinking
the wisdom of a small business here in NYC.
Plenty of graffiti everywhere. Crime, especially
shootings have shot up while the police have
been told to stand down. Besides seeing rented
vans and hired movers, I spoke to a few guys
who were helping a next door couple move and
told me their work schedule had totally filled to
capacity.
Changing subjects, if you ever want to see
what's out there in terms of photo software, I
recommend cnet.com's software download site
<https://download.cnet.com/digitalphoto/windows/>
Hundreds of photo-related programs, app’s,
utilities, etc. can be found here for free as well as
trials from leading companies. Versions for Windows, Mac, iOS, and Android. There are other
categories as well: browsers, developer tools,
drivers, games, music and audio, security, tools
and utilities, and video.
Switching topics again, join us online with Zoom.
Corresponding Secretary Helen Pine has been sending
out weekly Club bulletins with instructions while the
Executive Committee has been taking care of things
technically. We will have guest speakers, competitions
and judges, and our usual photo shares. If you need
help with the Zoom software, contact Membership
Committee Co-Chair Marlene Schonbrun.
Be well!

Ed
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Competition Rotation

Committee Liaisons

Photo Notes Deadlines

If and when the Club is able
to resume with non-virtual,
in-person meetings, we will
continue to alternate the order
of the prints and PDIs in our
monthly competitions. Here’s
the schedule:

The Executive Committee
(ExCom) has decided to continue for this coming year
with the committee liaison
model to spread the responsibility among the entire Executive Committee.
Here’s how it’ll work:
Each of the ExCom members (the five elected officers
plus the President Emeritus)
will be assigned committees
as liaison. Each committee
chair or co-chair will report
to the ExCom through this
liaison. In this manner, it is
felt that communication will
flow much more smoothly,
in both directions, between
the committees. In addition,
any concerns raised by the
ExCom will be passed along
to the committee chairs
through the liaisons.
Here are the committee
liaison assignments for the
2020-2021 Club year:

Issue

Deadline

October 2020

October 5

November 2020

November 2

December 2020

December 7

January 2021

January 4

February 2021

February 1

March 2021

March 1

April 2021

April 5

May 2021

May 3

Summer 2021

August 16

Month
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

Judged First
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints
PDIs
Prints
PDIs

Photo Cartoon
of the Month

Competition Mike Schleiff
Field Trip
Chuck Pine
Gallery
Helen Pine
House
Christine Doyle
Membership Helen Pine
Newsletter
Chuck Pine
Program Christine Doyle
Social
Ed Lee
Website
Mike Schleiff
Workshop
Ed Lee

“Is everything okay? You haven’t
photographed your food yet.”
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The sooner articles and
items are submitted to Photo
Notes, the quicker the editing
and revision process can begin.
Competition scores and cumulative points are submitted as
soon after the competitions as
possible, usually one to three
days following the submission
deadline. The draft copy of
Photo Notes will be sent to the
editorial staff as soon as possible once all items are in place.
The staff will then have two to
three days to edit and return
their comments.
Once the Photo Notes issue
is complete, it is sent to the
Website Committee to be posted online. As soon as this is accomplished, an e-mail is sent
to all Club members and other
Photo Notes recipients informing them that the PWCC newsletter is now available for
download.
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You Be the Judge

Zooming

Call for Entries
Deadline: August 29
Attention PWCCers, our
welcome-back meeting will
be a unique juried competition of members’ own work,
presented over Zoom. It’s
unique, because you finally
get to be the judge. Here’s
how it works.
Wanted: Your PDI. Every
member should send one of
his or her best images, a JPG
file, sized and titled as for
monthly competition. [72
ppi, 1400 px maximum
width, 1050 px maximum
height] We’d like recent
work, but an older photo is
okay too. Any subject.
You must title your file
thusly: Last Name First Initial
underscore Image Title.
Example: SmithJ_Dogs
Please note, your title must be
descriptive of the image.
We need you to email
your picture soon, no later
than noon on August 28, to
both <pwccny@gmail.com>
(the Club) and also to
<mrschleiff@gmail.com>
(PWCC Vice President
Michael Schleiff).
Early birds are even
better—they usually catch
worms, sometimes more!
The deadline is final: August
29, noon. Get going.
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Judging Your Show. A
week or so later we’ll be
sending everyone a PDF
slideshow of all the photos—
no names attached. We’ll
also enclose a score sheet
with instructions for you to
rate the entries. After you’ve
marked the ballots send the
sheets back to us We’ll tell
you how so don’t worry
about it now.
We’ll tabulate the votes
and show everyone all the
images, along with their
scores and comments, via
Zoom software on the
evening of September 14.

There’s a lot of prep work, so
please stick to the deadlines
for submitting pictures and,
later, for voting. Remember,
we need your photo by noon
on August 29, sized and
titled properly.
The more, the merrier!
Are you in?

Zoom is a web-based video
conferencing software tool
that allows users to meet online. Zoom is compatible with
both Mac and Windows computers, smartphones, and
tablets. Zoom software is free to
download to your device.

An email will be sent to all
Club members prior to Club
virtual meetings. This email
will contain the link to join the
meeting. All you have to do is
click on the link and the Zoom
software will take you to the
meeting.
Non-members who would
like to join our meetings may
request the link by emailing
<pwccny@aol.com>
To download the Zoom
software program just go to
<www.zoom.us/download>
and click on the “Download”
button. It’s that simple!
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ExCom Mtg Minutes
by Christine Doyle
Recording Secretary
Thursday, August 6, 2020
•
Executive Committee members
present: President Ed Lee, Vice
President Michael Schleiff,
Corresponding Secretary
Helen Pine, Recording
Secretary Christine Doyle,
Treasurer Maria Fernandez,
and President Emeritus Chuck
Pine. Club members in atten•
dance: Bill Apple, Marilyn
Fish-Glynn, Elena Pierpont,
Rita Russo, Marty Smith, and
Marlene Schonbrun.
[As a result of the Covid-19
pandemic and stay-at-home
order issued by the State of
New York, the Club has not
held any in-person meetings
since March 2nd. This Executive Committee meeting was
held via Zoom.]

•

Ed Lee called the meeting to
order at 6:05 p.m.
Old Business
• Membership Dues: Since
it is not known when inperson meetings will
resume, it was agreed that
membership dues will be
$50 per member, due in
September. An additional
amount to cover room
rentals will be assessed if
and when our meetings
resume. All Club members,
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•

including lifetime members, will be charged the
$50. The ExCom will
consider hardship cases
on an ad hoc basis.
It was also agreed that
three members who joined
in mid-February 2020, just
before we suspended our
meetings due to the
pandemic, will not be
charged should they
choose to rejoin the Club
in September.
Definitive Action Concerning In-Person Meetings: A
formal notice advising
members that Club meetings will be virtual until
Soho Photo Gallery opens,
will be issued once the Fall
2020 schedule is agreed.
Bill Apple's Proposal: With
competitions limited to
digital images for the foreseeable future, Bill Apple
proposed keeping print
competitions going by
having members send
smaller sized, unmounted
prints to a judge for
scoring. Bill offered to
deliver the prints to the
judge if he/she resides in
the City. The Executive
Committee agreed that it is
not feasible at this point to
ask members to travel to
deliver and pick up their
prints. This proposal was
denied.
Pines’ Offer to Give Presentations: It was agreed that
Chuck and Helen Pine will

•

•

give virtual presentations at
some Fall 2020 meetings.
Speakers and Judges:
Marilyn Fish-Glynn will
line up speakers and judges
for our Fall 2020 virtual
meetings.
Other: There was no other
old business.

New Business
• Frequency of Meetings/
Scheduling Dates/Types of
Events: The schedule for
Fall 2020 was agreed upon.
All events will be held using the Zoom software on
Monday nights starting at
6:30 p.m.
• Please see page XX of this
issue of Photo Notes for the
Fall schedule of meetings.
• Due to the virtual meetings,
all competitions will be
digital-only (PDIs, no
prints) for the foreseeable
future. For the time being,
members will submit their
PDIs to Michael Schleiff
and Helen Pine (instead of
sending them to the PWCC
Competition email
address). Images will be
shown in Bridge and scored
in the same manner as in
previous competitions.
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Judges will be required to
view the images on a computer
monitor, not on a tablet or cellphone.
• For the memorial service
for our dear friend George
Hansen, Helen will assemble a slideshow of George’s
print and PDI competition
images going back 10 years.
Members will be invited to
submit any images they
have of George from Club
(or other) events, as well as
a brief written reminiscence
of George, that will be read
while the slideshow is
playing. (The Executive
Committee will do a test
run prior to the meeting.)
• Instead of general business
meetings this Fall, it was
agreed to continue to hold
Executive Committee
meetings via Zoom that
will be open to any and all
Club members who wish to
attend. Detailed agendas
will be circulated to the
membership before each
ExCom meeting.
• The Member Juried Zoom
scheduled on September
14th will work as follows: a
few weeks prior to the 14th,
members will send one (1)
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•

•

PDI (projected digital
image) to Michael and
Helen; the images will be
numbered and put in a
slideshow that will be sent
to participating members;
participating members will
receive a ballot form on
which they can score and
comment on the images
(in the same way judges at
our competitions do); the
ballots will be returned to,
and tabulated by, Bill
Apple, and the results will
be shown at the September
14th virtual meeting.
Michael is drafting a
proposed schedule with
due dates. (If for some
reason there are too many
logistical issues to overcome, we will revert to a
straight Zoom photo share.)
Photo Notes Newsletter:
Chuck will be preparing a
September 2020 issue of the
Photo Notes newsletter.
Members will be invited to
submit content, which will
be due in the middle of
August.
Two additional Zoom photo shares are scheduled for
August 10th and August
24th. Members are invited
to submit two images on
any subject.

Street Photography Tip
Most street photos tend to be
taken from four to five feet
above the ground—and are
boringly similar. Change
your viewpoint so that you
are either shooting up at an
interesting subject or looking
down on it. Try interesting
positions without being too
obvious.

Turn your camera at an
angle and look for lines in the
shot that travel diagonally
across the viewfinder. These
are all good for making striking images.

Adjournment
Being no further business,
the meeting was adjourned
at approximately 7:18 p.m.
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Member Portfolio
Taking a Nap
by Elena Pierpont
First, I want to say “thank
you” to PWCC’s Executive
Committee for keeping our
Club moving forward with
their thought and hard work
in creating our virtual meetings. It is appreciated! It’s
been a great way for members to stay connected and to
continue photographing in
this difficult time of dealing
with the Corona Virus (CODID-19).
One of my first thoughts
was this was the opportunity
to photograph the Wall
Street Bull. I had been trying
to shoot it for at least two
years without people all
around it.
I spent a lot of time
walking around the City
and taking pictures. I never
thought I would see, nor
feel, the quiet and eerie
atmosphere of the Big Apple.
The “city that never sleeps”
was now taking a nap.

All images
© 2020 Elena Pierpont
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New Book
Playboy, Mad Men, and Me—
And Other Stories is a new
book by PWCC member
Julie Wosk.

In these wide-ranging
stories, Julie Wosk captures
the excitement of working
as a promotion writer at
Playboy in the days of Mad
Men and the challenges of
being a civil rights worker
in Alabama soon after the
march at Selma. Her stories
conjure up America’s fastchanging history, and are
filled with vivid, contrasting
images: a swinging party at
Hugh Hefner’s mansion; a
sobering childhood visit to a
cemetery; waiting in a
church to hear Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. speak.
Many of her stories are
shaped by her sense of
surprise and serendipity as
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she encounters moments of
magic and chance. From
Harvard to Playboy swizzle
sticks to a Pulitzer-prize
winner who fools her with a
trick, Wosk reveals her sense
of wonder as she enters into
these vastly different worlds.
Playboy, Mad Men and Me
is available on <amazon.com>
For additional info contact
<jwosk@sunymaritime.edu>

[By the way, the photo on the
cover of the book is none
other than Julie Wosk.]

Street Photography Tip
Flashy people can be great to
photograph. Interesting hats,
wild hair, outrageous dress,
tattoos, jewelry and more can
make for one heck of a nice
photo. However, these people
make up only a small part of
the population.

The people that aren’t as
flashy are not any less photo
subjects. They show the same
emotions and can make for
even more interesting images
than the flashy people. Most
other people are out there
searching only for the flashy.
Try to photograph all types of
people when you are out
shooting.
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My Summer
by Joan Slatkin
With the mandate to stay
home, I was in my studio
apartment for 38 days starting in March. My doctor
told me to stay home due to
my high risk (diabetes). I
totally lost all interest in
using my camera. I did,
however, stay busy all day
with Netflix, TV, exercise,
on-line classes, movies, You
Tube, and adult coloring.
I had no interest in using
my camera for a full three
months!
It started with George
Floyd's death. Suddenly
there was much to shoot:
protests, social distancing,
Covid-19, Trump, business
openings, etc. During July
and August, I shot hundreds
of images and edited them
down to 421 that I submitted
to my agency for consideration. They (Getty) accepted
211 of ‘em.
Before I can submit final
images there are many steps
to follow. So between the
shooting, the editing and
submitting I suddenly had
a full-time job.
It was the worst of times,
… but it did get me back to
shooting. (By the way, without Chuck's recommendation of a pocket Sony camera
I never could have easily
shot everything I did.
Thanks.)
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©2020 Joan Slatkin

Congratulations

both images
© Karen Corrigan

Park West CC member
Karen Corrigan received an
Honorable Mention award for
her images in the 15th Annual
Julia Margaret Cameron
Award competition.
In this competition for
women photographers, they
can participate with their
female visual perspectives
in 23 thematic categories.
Karen’s images, photos
from Viet Nam, were in the
Culture and Daily Life category.
Here are a couple of
Karen’s winning images.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Stained Glass Flower
© Marty Smith

Club members were encouraged to submit two images
to share with other members.
Each member spoke about
their images for a short time.
This was followed by a
gentle critique by PWCC’s
president emeritus, Chuck
Pine. Finally, other Club
members were able to add
their two cents worth.
This was one of the five
virtual photo sharing events
we held over the last few
months. They were all quite
educational and a good time
was had by all those who
participated.
Here are some of the
images from the August 10th
photo share…

Take It to the Streets
© Tom Quackenbush

CLUB

Photo Sharing

Greylag Goose
© Helen Pine
Black-and-White Lily
© Harriet Stein
Continued on next page
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Hands
© Maria Fernandez

Frozen Face
© Paul Grebanier

September 2020

Piling Under Pier After Hurricane Sandy
© Rain Bengis

Nude Cowboy IR
© Dinorah Capota

Tree Shadow
© Ann Broder

Peacock Lady
© Julie Wosk
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Member Bio

Barry Cooper is new to Park
West Camera Club as well
as a novice photographer.
Most of his photos have been
travel pix from his various
excursions. Barry wants to
develop a better “eye” and
take better photos. He
believes that seeing the Club
competitions, going on field
trips, and taking the Club’s
workshops and classes will
help him to grow.
Barry learned about
PWCC from friends who are
already members including
Jerry Vogel, Peter Houts,
Harold Berkowitz, Susan
Rauch, and Susan Yellin.
When asked if there
were any photographers
who inspired him Barry
named Dorothea Lange,
Ansel Adams, and “the like.”
He added, “all the members
I know in Park West inspire
me. After all, who can take
better pictures of birds than
Peter?
Welcome to the Club,
Barry

September 2020

Both images
© Barry Cooper
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Member Bio

Welcome to Park
West, Dov.

Both images
© Dov Bieber

Dov Bieber has been taking
pictures since the 1950s,
later majoring in art at
Brooklyn College. “I never
intended to make a living in
photography but to do it for
my own pleasure.”
Dov transitioned from
film to digital fairly early.
Instead of a darkroom, he
does all his editing digitally
using Adobe software with
an Apple computer, an
Epson 13x19 printer, and an
Epson flatbed scanner. “My
teacher, Walter Rosenblum,
was my first encounter with
a professional photographer.
He impressed me as being a
kind and compassionate
human being besides being
a fine photographer.”
“I try to learn from just
about everyone. That’s one
of the reasons why I joined
Park West Camera Club. I
am an opportunistic photographer,… whatever strikes
me is what I photograph.
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Depth of Field
by Bill Apple
Image Makers
Everyone knows a picture is
worth a thousand words. And
everyone in the public eye—
politicians, entrepreneurs,
actors, budding ingénues—
knows a picture is worth,…
a million bucks.
The right pictures will
skyrocket careers, maintain the
fame of high-profile people,
help to conjure fresh talent
for Hollywood’s star-maker
machine.
Politics, business and show
business are all about that
thing: image. Photographers,
naturally, are their handmaids.
Never doubt it, there's a topnotch photographer behind
every household name.
I got to thinking about
this last January. A friend had
mailed a clipping from his
N.Y. Times, an essay penned
by the British historian David
Motadel.
In “The Myth of MiddleClass Liberalism,” Motadel
unveils, then demolishes, this
thesis:
In politics the bourgeois is
supposed to guarantee open,
free, democratic societies. Good
government. That’s how things
should work. Problem is, it ain’t
true. Public relations, and good
pictures, often get in the way,
short-circuit rational faculties.

Rapt Listeners Middle-class Germans, nicely dressed, attending a
speech by Adolf Hitler in the mid-1930s. One British historian recently
theorized that middle-class, level-headed liberalism is a myth. The
bourgeoisie can be as radical, as extremist, as any other segment of
society (see text). Photo: Heinrich Hoffmann.

Indeed, the middle class
can be as radical as anyone
else, not nearly as level-headed
as you might think. And
they’re ripe for the picking, by
any crass politician with
charisma.
A 1930s photo running
alongside Motadel’s piece
caught my eye: a well-dressed
—impeccably turned-out, really—crowd of middle-class
Germans paying rapt attention
to one Adolf Hitler delivering
a speech. Not rag-tag fringe
elements, but rather respectable-looking, middle-class
folks. Solid.
The photo credit piqued
me: Heinrich Hoffmann (see
“Rapt Listeners,” above).

My 86-year-old correspondent—as a little boy, he’d fled
Amsterdam for Curaçao with
parents and two sisters in tow,
as Hitler marched closer—had
jotted this note in the margin:
“H. Hoffmann was Hitler’s
personal photographer.”
Now, most of us know certain Third Reich supporting
players—archvillains like
Göring, Himmler, Bormann,
Dr. Mengele. We may know
Hitler’s propaganda minister
Joseph Goebbels and his filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl. But
Hitler’s “personal photographer,” the man who shot so
many stills? Who knew his
name?
Continued on next page
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Hoffmann (1885-1957),
judging from his photos,
appears to be a competent, if
workmanlike, photographer.
He began his career as owner
of a photographic shop and
studio, worked for a time as a
photojournalist in World War I,
then founded a picture agency.
He came to make Hitler’s
acquaintance thanks to a photo
he’d taken years earlier at a
Munich rally in the run-up to
the First World War. As Hitler
was rising to power later on,
Hoffmann pored over his
negatives and spotted Hitler’s
face—tiny—in the audience
among that huge throng.
That one photo provided
Hoffmann entrée into Hitler’s
inner circle. Hitler, ever
concerned with image and
his rightful place in history,
liked the shot as part of the
Third Reich’s backstory. (See
“Face in a Crowd,” this page.)
Soon after, Hitler awarded
Hoffmann increasing responsibilities in photography and
elsewhere, respected his
esthetic judgment, gave him
a key role in selecting and
looting Europe’s art treasures
for the Reich, many belonging
to prominent Jewish families.
Hoffman also became a
reliable tool in crafting a better
image of Der Fuehrer, who
looked decidedly non-Aryan
(no blond hair, no blue eyes).
Part of that effort involved
putting together photo books
promoting a more Teutonic
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Face in a Crowd A young Adolf Hitler (inset) attends a rally in
the Odeonsplatz, Munich, in the run-up to the First World War. The
photographer, Heinrich Hoffmann, later became Hitler’s personal
photographer and friend. It was this photo that got Hoffmann inside
the Nazis’ inner circle — Hitler liked it for the historical record.
Source: Wikipedia.

image for the dictator. The
first book, if you can believe
its title: “The Hitler Nobody
Knows” (1933). Which sounds
like a bad joke.
On to Hollywood’s image
factory.
Marlene Dietrich comes to
mind, an outspoken German
foe of Naziism—and beloved
wartime entertainer of
American GIs. As a performer
she’d always paid meticulous
attention to her image—and
promptly retired when she
thought she looked too old,
preferring her fans remember
her as she’d once appeared.
In her heyday Dietrich
especially favored one photographer, George Hurrell (19041992). Hurrell, more than any

one else, pioneered the glamour
genre: creamy, black-and-white
environmental portraits,
dramatic lighting, a gauzy
“come hither” look.
Hurrell had worked for
MGM, Warner Bros., Columbia
Pictures, others, and had shot
a menagerie of stars, including
Gloria Swanson, famous for
Sunset Boulevard. That’s the
film in which Swanson plays
an aging silent-film star trying
to make a comeback, its most
famous line: “I’m not ready for
my close-up, Mr. DeMille.” Ms.
Swanson was ready indeed,
when Hurrell called with his
lights and camera. (See
“Hollywood Glamour,” top of
next page.)
Continued on next page
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Hollywood Glamour George Hurrell (1904-1992) more than any
other photographer created the “glamour shot”: creamy, dramatically
lighted portraits in black and white. Over a long career Hurrell worked
at the most important studios. Here are Hurrell portraits of Marlene
Dietrich and Gloria Swanson.
And politicians, what about
their image? Exhibit A: Ronald
Reagan. As a former actor, he
undoubtedly knew the value
of a good picture. Perhaps
that’s why press shooters
loved him so much.
Should a photographer
blow a shot—or turn up late
for a press conference—the
40th American president
would take time later on for a
re-do. He’d strike a similar
pose for the man’s lens and
knew exactly how to make it
look real, as if the shot had
been captured live, in midsentence, as if Reagan were in
the middle of saying a line to
gathered reporters.
As an actor, Reagan could
instantly animate his face and
gestures with dramatic tension,
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a muscular tautness that
conveys live action. (He
really was a good movie
actor.) All that was a pose,
Reagan’s uncanny ability
to recreate the moment (see
“Reagan Redux,” below).
Continued on next page

Reagan Redux A favorite among
press photographers, Pres. Ronald
Reagan could at will create dramatic
tension in his face and gestures for any
photographers who had missed a live
press event. Here, in 1981, he poses
for latecomers. The original caption
reads, “After finishing television address, President Reagan stood in front
of his budget graphic for still photographers as if he were still delivering
speech.” Source: New York Times.
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Returning to Hitler.
Heinrich Hoffmann,
Adolph Hitler’s personal
photographer, died in 1957,
at 72, a dozen years after the
war. His N.Y. Times obituary
noted that Hitler had given
him “exclusive rights” to take
his picture, which had made
Hoffmann a very wealthy man.
Significantly, Hitler also
counted Hoffmann as a
personal friend, permitting
him the salutation “Herr
Hitler,” not “Mein Fuehrer,”
which everyone else was
obliged to say.
Hoffmann spent his final
years living in Munich as a free
man, following a few years in
custody for Nazi activities. All
told, Hoffmann estimated he’d
shot more than 10,000 images
of Adolf Hitler. (See “Dead
Nazi,” this page.)
Imagine how history’s
course might have changed
if a Jewish photographer—
perhaps a portraitist like
Arnold Newman or Irving
Penn, both in their prime—
had been allowed just one,
uhm, shot. My bad.
In any event, an Arnold
Newman or Irving Penn
would surely have taken a
better photograph than any
of Hoffmann’s 10,000, I would
imagine.
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Dead Nazi The New York Times devoted considerable ink to Heinrich
Hoffmann’s obituary, December, 1957. Hoffmann, dead at 72, had been
Hitler’s friend and personal photographer. He estimated he’d shot over
10,000 photos of Hitler over the years, and Hitler had granted Hoffmann
“exclusive rights,” which made the photographer quite wealthy. Source:
New York Times.

Dance Photo Tip
Take photos from unusual
angles. If you’re using a
camera that has a rotating
screen, hold the camera
high above your head
and take a photo looking
down at the dancer. In
contrast to this, you can
take photos from a lower
level, looking up at the
dancer.
Mix it up. You’ll be
glad you did.
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Gallery Watching

out looking for photos that
Judy Rosenblatt meet whatever criteria I use
to define the project. In this
case, I was intrigued by a
Lee Backer, Tropical Dreamvideo I saw by Brooks Jensen,
scapes; Soho Photo Gallery,
an accomplished photographer
<www.sohophoto.com>
and publisher of Lenswork
through August 31
magazine.”

by Judy
I was excited to receive word
of this online show of nature
photographs by my friend
and neighbor (and former
PWCC member) Lee Backer,
and want to commend it to
all Club members. Already
familiar with Lee’s impressive
landscapes and cityscapes, I
sensed something new and
different in this latest collection
of images.
Asked to explain, Lee
graciously complied: “This
series came about through a
different process for me.
Normally, I have an idea for
a project first, and then I go
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Lee describes Jensen’s
approach as “just shooting
whatever catches his interest at
the time,” which Jensen calls
“gathering assets.” Reviewing
his “assets” later, Jensen may
conceive of a project, leading
to a further “look” through his
catalog to complete it. Jensen
developed this approach for
a project called “Dreams of
Japan,” which also intrigued
Lee.
Lee explains: “By converting the image to monochrome
and adding a soft glow effect
and a warm brown tone,
certain images can take on a
dreamlike feel. I decided to

look through my catalog of
photographic ‘assets’ to try out
this approach. It worked well
with several of my landscapes,
but to make a cohesive body of
work I zeroed in on landscapes
and plant portraits I took in the
Hawaiian Islands.”
Lee’s explanation helped
me understand how he came
to portray Hawaii in monochrome, which at first seemed
radical to me (perhaps I was
too caught up in visions of color-drenched Hawaiian shirts!).
It certainly provides a fresh
and powerful way to experience tropical vegetation, which
is portrayed close up in many
of the show’s images. And it
does help to evoke a dreamlike
mood---ethereal, though not
without hints of the mysterious nature of the dream state.
The tone and glow effects also
help take the viewer out of this
world.

Continued on next page
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In one image a thin,
gleaming waterfall streaks
down the center, gracefully
waved on by wispy, off-white
trees. Sheer beauty, to me. In
another image, a roughlybarked tree seems to topple
amid outsized fern leaves—
beautiful and off-kilter at the
same time. By using a fresh
approach, I think that Lee
has succeeded in creating a
complex dreamscape that
adds a new dimension to
his work and provides a
momentary escape from our
pandemic-stressed lives.
After viewing these latest
images, I decided to go
through Lee’s well designed
website in its entirety. I knew
that, driven by an explorer’s
zest, Lee has been able to
discover under-lying beauty
in unlikely natural and urban
settings. His feel for light,
shadow and shape have
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already led him to create
many images in black-andwhite, as well as color. I was
inspired by viewing his whole
body of work in one place.
I want to end by suggesting
that you do the same. Go to
<www.leebacker.com> and
find dancing trees and deserted streets bathed in the magic
of twilight. Lee’s dreams have
revealed much about the real
world, even as he has created a
dream one.
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COVID-19 Humor

Dance Photo Tip

It is with thoughtful reluctance
and much sadness that the
PSA Executive Committee has
decided to cancel the planned
Photo Festival in Colorado
Springs in September. This was
a very difficult decision to
make, knowing that the Photo
Festival is highly valued and
anticipated; but paramount to
the decision was putting the
health, safety, and peace of
mind of our membership first.
In the absence of a vaccine,
our gathering, especially with
many members in the high-risk
category, would simply be
accepting too much risk for all
of us. Maybe next year?
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For some of your
dance photos, try
using a slow shutter
speed. This might seem
strange, but hear me out.
With a slower shutter speed,
you capture the motion of
the dancer, yet still get an
image that gets your point
across.
Experiment with various
shutter speeds to come up
with different amounts of
blur/motion. In other
words, be creative.

Both photos
©2016 Chuck Pine
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Scariest Coasters
If you can't resist a good thrill,
here are some of the scariest
roller coasters worth traveling
the distance for. Just don’t eat
lunch right before you ride.
If you’re not so much into
thrill rides, these all make
great photo ops—if and when
These amusement parks are
safely opened.

Graavity Max
@ Lihpao Land
Taichung, Taiwan

Tower of Terror 2
@ Dreamworld
Brisbane, Australia
Formula Rossa
@ Ferrari World
Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates

Takabisha
@ Fuji-Q Highland
Fujiyoshida, Japan

Eejanaika
@ Fuji-Q Highland
Fujiyoshida, Japan

September 2020

The Incredible Hulk
@ Universal Studios
Orlando, Florida
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Where in the World
These four images were all
taken in the same area during
the Expanding Visions class. A
few years back. Can you guess
where they were shot?
Send your responses to
<pwccny@aol.com> Please use
”Where in the World?” in the
subject line of your e-mail.
Those who submit correct
answers will be announced in
next month’s issue of Photo
Notes.

Last month’s destination was
fairly easy—Hawaii. The only
correct answers were submitted
by Helen Pine and Rachel
Guinsburg (Helen’s sister).
Congrats to both!

Photo Notes is looking for images for this
”Where in the World?” column. If you would
like to stump and/or amaze your friends and
fellow Club members, submit 4 or 5 images of
your destination to <pwccny@aol.com>
Please size your images as for competition:
72 ppi; maximum width of 1,400 pixels; and
maximum height of 1,050 pixels.
Thank you for your participation
All Images
©2015 Chuck Pine
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Using Your Camera
by Chuck Pine
Sunsets
Shooting sunsets sounds easy,
doesn’t it? You just wait until
the sun is about to set, point
your camera in the general direction of the sun, and push
the button. Right? Not if you
want great images!
Sunset images require lots
of thought on your part. You
have to get the proper/correct
exposure for the image you
want. You’ve got to compose
your image using the rules we
all know and love (including
the rule of thirds, leading lines,
positive and negative space,
and others too numerous to
mention in this article).
First, set your camera’s
meter to spot metering. Take a
reading from the center of the
sun, from the sky just outside
the sun’s circle, and finally
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from the sky further away
from the bright sun. Compare
the three images. Which do
you prefer? Which works best
for what you have in mind?
Next, set your camera’s
meter to read the entire scene
(this could be called Nikon’s
matrix metering, Canon’s evaluative metering, Sony’s multizone metering, etc). Repeat
taking the above three shots
and compare all six images.
If your camera has other
metering modes, you can give
them a shot (pardon the pun)
as well. Some cameras have
specialty shooting modes for
things like scenics, close-ups,
and, of all things, sunsets. Give
it a try, too.
Once you’ve settled on an
exposure mode you like, now
it’s time to work on composing
the image. Start with using the
rule of thirds. If the sky is more
exciting than the foreground,
lower the horizon line in order
to include more sky. If the

foreground is more interesting,
reflections in water, say, raise
the horizon to capture more of
the bottom part of the picture.
Try holding the camera in
both the landscape position
(horizontally) and the portrait
position (vertically). Place the
sun on one of the four power
points in the frame. [A power
point is where a vertical and a
horizontal rule of thirds line
cross.]
If you get lucky and there is
a boat, or a tree, or a person
between you and the sunset,
try to include it in the shot.
Playing with the exposure can
change the object from well-lit
to a full silhouette, or anything
in between.
The name of the game here
is to play with the exposure
settings (why not set your
camera to take three bracketed
images, 2 stops apart, each
time you press the shutter?).
Move around and shoot from
different positions. Have fun!.
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PhotoShopping

Next, click Edit > Stroke in the Under the word Location,
by Chuck Pine Menu Bar and a Stroke Dialog choose where you want the
Box will appear.
Stroke to be placed. Inside is
the best place to start. (If
Stroking Your Images
you select either of the
other two choices you
One of the things we hear
might have to resize your
quite often at image critiques
image.)
and Club competitions is…
“This image needs a border”
Finally, click OK.
around it to keep the viewer’s
eye from wandering away
Two versions of the final
from the image, especially
image, with the Stroke
when colors at the edges of
borders around them,
the image are the same as the
appear below.
background on which the
image is shown.
Enter a number for the Width
(thickness) of the line—2 or 3
pixels is a good starting point.

See what I mean?
The easiest way to put a border
around an image in Photoshop
is to use a Stroke.

Click in the box next to the
word Color and the Color
Picker will appear. Choose the
color you want for the Stroke.
For this image, on a white
background, black is a good
choice. (You can also select a
color that is in the image by
clicking on it.)

To begin, create a new blank
layer on top of the image. In
the Menu Bar click on Layer >
New > Layer Via Copy or type
B (on a Mac) or Control-J (on a
Windows computer).

September 2020
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Photo Shopping
by Chuck Pine
Head of the Class
One of the most useful tools
for any photographer is the
tripod. It provides a sturdy
platform for your camera. It
assures stability and prevents
camera movement. As the old
saying goes, “Don’t leave
home without it!”
But, there’s more to the
tripod than just its three legs.
One of the most important, if
not the most important, parts
of a tripod is its head.
Some tripods come with a
head when you buy it—and
you’re stuck with it. You are
better off choosing the kind of
tripod head that suits your
photographic style and subject
matter. Here’s the rundown…

The basic tripod head is called
a Ball Head. It is the simplest
to use since it has only one
control—a knob which locks
the camera in place. The major
problem with this kind of head
is that it is difficult to point the
camera exactly where you
want it; it is possible, bit it
takes practice, lots of practice.
They range in price from under
$10 to over $1,400. Wow!
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The next most common head is
the Pan-and-Tilt Head. It has
three knobs or handles which
each control a separate motion.
The three motions are panning,
tilting, and flipping the camera
between portrait (vertical) and
landscape (horizontal) modes.
You can do one at a time (most
accurate), or loosen two or all
three of the controls—it’s up to
you. They range in price from
under $20 to over $2,800.

The Pistol Grip Head is a ball
head with a unique design
which makes it easier to aim a
camera. Just pull the trigger,
adjust the camera, and release
the trigger to lock the camera
in position. They range in price
from $40 to $250.

The Video Head is merely a
Pan-and-Tilt Head with longer
handles. Some photographers
find them helpful.

The Gimbel Head is a special
tripod head that balances the
camera and lens, usually a
long telephoto lens, that allows
users to follow action quickly
and easily. It is used mostly
for bird, wildlife, and sports
photography. They range in
price from under $70 to $2,200.

Many photographers have
more than one tripod head so
they are ready for any kind of
photography. Ask around. See
what your friends are using.
Go on-line to check out the
features of different types of
Disclaimer
heads and different models.
I do not, nor does anyone else Most camera stores will ship
you what you want and then
in the Club, make a profit
give you a month or so to try
from the sales of these items.
it out. Good luck.
Chuck
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B & H Event Space
B&H Photo offers free workshops. Here are a few of the
upcoming offerings:

Portraits
Speaker: Mason Foster
Thu Sep 24
Tue Sep 8
One Light Portraits
Speaker: Charles Chessler

Creativity
Speaker: Kevin Dooley

Wed Sep 9
The Photo Essay
Speaker: Mark Edward Harris
Mon Sep 14

Check out the B&H website
at <www.bhphoto.com> for
all the details as well as a
complete list of additional
presentations, and to register
for the course(s) of your
choice.
Please note, all of these classes
are presented virtually using
the Zoom software.

Street Photography Tip
A fast shutter speed is needed
to freeze the motion. Use
1/250 second. If there’s bright
sun, then shoot a little faster;
if it’s a little darker, go to
1/160 or even 1/125 second.
This is best accomplished
using the camera’s shutter
priority mode.

Lightroom
Speakers: Rob Sylvan
Wed Sep 16

September 2020
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Monument Valley

NYC Museums

Join Tamron professional
photographers Erica Robinson
and Ken Hubbard on a photo
adventure to a place like no
other in America, Monument
Valley.
Our journey will begin with
a meet and greet seminar to go
over the week’s activities,
followed by a moonlit night
photography session led by a
local Navajo guide. From there
we will have multiple field
sessions to photograph some
of the most iconic landscape
spots and hidden gems that
only our guides can get us to.
Also included on this trip:
• daily location instruction;
• classroom instruction;
• 3 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 3
dinners;
• lodging;
• all park entrance fees; and
• Local transportation
This trip is limited to 12
photographers. The dates are
November 4—7, 2020. The cost
is $2,495 per person.
For more information and
to register go to the website at
<https://cvent.me/gZyW8V>
This is truly a trip not to be
missed! [if it is not canceled
due to the COVID pandemic]

After being forced to close
temporarily since mid-March
as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic, museums across
New York City can reopen
beginning Monday, August 24.
New York Governor Andrew
Cuomo announced the news
recently, adding that institutions will have to do so with
new safety precautions, which
include requiring visitors to
wear face coverings and
controlled traffic flow: 25%
occupancy; timed ticketing
required; and pre-set staggered
entry.
On July 20, all five NYC
boroughs entered the fourth
phase of New York’s reopening
plan, but Cuomo elected to
keep indoor cultural attractions such as theaters and
museums shuttered until
further notice to combat the
spike in coronavirus cases.
Cultural venues elsewhere in
the state have been allowed
to reopen their doors.
The Metropolitan Museum
of Art is among the few in the
City to have announced
reopening plans. It has been
watched closely by its New
York peers since it closed on
March 13,
making it one of
the first major
institutions in
the United States
to do so, and the
Met said in June
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that, pending state approval, it
would reopen its Fifth Avenue
location on August 29. Admission would be capped at 25%
of the museum’s capacity and
face masks would be required.
The Cloisters in Washington
Heights was slated to reopen
soon after the flagship. The
Met recently cut more than 300
employees from its staff to
accommodate a projected
shortfall of $150 million due
to the unprecedented length
of its closure.
The Whitney Museum said
it would reopen on September
3. The American Museum of
Natural History and the
Museum of Jewish Heritage
(in lower Manhattan) have
both set reopening dates of
September 9. Institutions such
as the Guggenheim Museum,
the Museum of Modern Art,
and the New Museum have
yet to reveal any plans to reopen their doors to the public.
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Monthly Calendars

September
2020

October
2020

November
2020

December
2020

For all the details, see the Schedule of Activities on the following pages.
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for
holidays and a curtailed
summer schedule).
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic all Club activities will be
virtual using Zoom software.
Members will be given all the
information necessary to log
into the website and participate. Guests may request login details by writing to the
Club’s email address and requesting the log-in information
at <pwccny@aol.com>
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org>
for late-breaking details on all
meetings and other Park West
Camera Club activities.
All meetings begin at 6:30
p.m. sharp unless otherwise
indicated below.
For the time being we
will list only PWCC activities.
Other listings, including Photo
Events (which may be of
interest to photographers) and
Photo Ops (which offer
opportunities to take photos)
are not included below.
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Monday, September 7
No Meeting (Labor Day)

member will be invited to
submit one image. All the
We don’t know if there will be submissions will be put into a
any parades this Labor Day. If slide show and distributed to
there are, please stay as safe as the membership along with a
score sheet. Members will have
you can by following all the
several days to look at the
safety rules in effect (wearing
masks, social distancing, using images, give them a score,
hand sanitizer often, etc.). The write a short comment or so,
West Indian Labor Day Parade and return the score sheet to
in Brooklyn has been canceled! be tallied. Tonight we will
show all the images, read the
Many local communities that
members’ comments, and
usually have parades today
reveal the score. [Note—these
may or may not be holding
scores will not count towards
them—do Google searches or
the year’s cumulative point
contact local police.
totals.]
See page 7 of this issue of
Monday, September 14
Photo Notes for all the details.
You Be the Judge
Good luck!
This is an activity that we
haven’t done at Park West in
the recent past. It is replacing
our usual “Welcome Back”
image sharing. It’s a cross
between a competition and a
members’ sharing activity.
Prior to this evening, each
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This is the first Executive
Committee and business
meeting of the new Club year.
All members are invited to join
this virtual meeting using
Zoom software. There’s always
plenty of excitement in the air
—especially this year of so
many unknowns. The ExCom
and the committee chairs will
be introduced. You’re invited
to provide your own beer,
wine, cookies, chips and dip,
or whatever. refreshments.
[Don’t
forget,
your
dues
for
the
year are due
by tonight! See page
4 of this issue of Photo Notes for
the details.]

Monday, September 27
No Meeting (Yom Kippur)
We will not be meeting tonight
in observance of the Jewish
holiday of Yom Kippur—the
holiest day in the Jewish
calendar. For those who
celebrate, have a happy,
healthy, and sweet new year.
For the rest of us, enjoy the
evening off.

September 2020
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Monday, September 21
ExCom & Bus. Mtg. #1

Monday, October 5
Monthly Competition

He teaches multiple sections
of digital photography and is
Tonight is the first competition the faculty advisor to the KCC
of the new year. It is also the
Photography Club. To learn
Club’s first competition that
more about Tommy, go to
will be done virtually using the <www.tommymintz.com>
Zoom software program. Who
will win the top honors? What Monday, October 12
will the judge say about your
Guest Speaker
images? Will you agree? The
Tonight’s guest photographer
only way to find out the anis Charles Chessler. Charles is
swers to these questions is to
a New York City-based phoenter your images and then log tographer. His work includes
in to Zoom tonight. Full rules
portraits and headshots,
will be emailed to all members. cityscapes and city life, images
This competition is limited to
of wildlife, birds, and flora,
PDI entries only. You may enand an ongoing project,
ter up to two images in
“Agreeable Strangers,” which
tonight’s competition. The
celebrates the beautiful diversijudge for tonight is Thomas
ty of the people and faces he
Mintz. He is a professional
comes across. He began his life
photographer, and a college
in photography when he
professor in NYC. Tommy is
walked across Central Park
an Assistant Professor at
every day to visit his father at
CUNY’s Kingsborough
Mount Sinai Hospital. “When I
Community College, Brooklyn. crossed the Park I carried my
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new camera with me. I had to.
I’d started noticing things I’d
never noticed before. Photography took hold of me with a
sense of passion and purpose.
I read books, scoured internet
sites, and took classes at the
International Center of Photography. I also began taking
free seminars at the B&H
Photo Event Space.” To learn
more about Charles and his
images, visit his website at
<www.charleschesslerphotography.com>
Monday, October 19
Workshop
Cold Weather Photography

theme of Halloween. These
Weather Photography. You will could include pumpkins,
costumes, witches, and what
learn about equipment (both
ever else reminds you of All
photographic and clothing),
preparing your equipment for Hallows Eve. The images can
the weather (low temperatures, be old or new, but they must
be yours. Images should be
snow, rain, whatever), and
techniques for shooting out in sized as for Club competitions
(72 ppi, 1400 px maximum
the elements. [We do so hope
that by the time winter arrives width, 1050 px maximum
height). Images must be titled
we’ll be able to actually go
outdoors to shoot without the with your name and a number
representing the order in
fear of getting sick.]
which you want them shown.
As an extra added bonus,
the images used in this presen- As an example: JonesA_01,
JonesA_02, etc. And most of all,
tation were shot on the Club
field trip, Yellowstone in Winter, they must be fun!
a few years back.
Monday, October 25
Theme Night—Halloween

Tonight’s virtual workshop is
a presentation by PWCC’s very Tonight is all about the fun of
Halloween. Members may
own President Emeritus,
submit up to 10 images on the
Chuck Pine. The topic is Cold
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Tonight is the second competition of the new Club year. It is
scheduled to be done virtually
using Zoom software. Who
will win the top honors? What
will the judge say about your
images? Will you agree? The
only way to find out is to enter
your images and then log in to
Zoom tonight. Full rules will
be emailed to all members.
This competition is limited
to PDI entries only. You may
enter up to two images in
tonight’s competition. The
judge for tonight has not yet
been announced.

©2016 Chuck Pine
your own home and the two
class sessions (tonight’s introduction and the final review)
will be done virtually using
Zoom. Check out pages 8 and
9 of this issue of Photo Notes for
all the details. Start thinking
about the assignments. And, if
you wish, get a head start with
your shooting.
Monday, November 16
Guest Speaker

Monday, November 9
Expanding Visions 26
Introduction

Tonight’s guest photographer
has not yet been announced.
You can be assured, however,
that our guest will be a great
photographer and will show
us some excellent images.

Monday, November 23
George Hansen
The all new Expanding Visions
Memorial Celebration
class for this year is different
George Hansen was a longfrom previous classes. It is
time member of Park West,…
much shorter—only three
and an excellent photographer
assignments and running for
and mentor to many of our
only five weeks. It has been
members. We lost George a
redesigned for the COVID-19
while back and tonight we’re
pandemic to keep you as safe
going to remember him, his
as possible—all assignments
images, and what people recall
may be done in the safety of
about him, too. We will be
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putting together a show of
George’s images to share with
the Club. We ask members to
submit any photos they have
of George from Club activities
and/or other events. We are
also requesting members to
write a few sentences about
George, what he meant to
you, and how he helped you
to be a better photographer.
Requests for pictures and
words will be emailed to Park
West members with details
regarding submissions.

©2014 George Hansen
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Monday, November 2
Monthly Competition
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tonight’s competition. The
judge for tonight has not yet
been announced.

©2014 Chuck Pine

Monday, November 30
ExCom & Bus. Mtg. #2

Monday, December 14
Expanding Visions 26
Final Review

This is the second Executive
Committee and business
meeting of the Club year. All
PWCC members are invited
to join this virtual meeting
using Zoom software and
participate in running the
Club. There’s always plenty
of excitement in the air—
especially this year of so
many uncertainties.
Monday, December 7
Monthly Competition
Tonight is the third monthly
competition of the year. It is
scheduled to be done virtually
using Zoom software. Who
will win the top honors? What
will the judge say about your
images? Will you agree? The
only way to find out is to enter
your images and then log in to
Zoom tonight. Full rules will
be emailed to all members.
This competition is limited
to PDI entries only. You may
enter up to two images in
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should be sized as for Club
competitions (72 ppi, 1400 px
maximum width, 1050 px
maximum height). Images
must be titled with your
name and a number representing the order in which
you want them shown. As
an example: JonesA_01,
JonesA_02, etc. And most of
all, they should be well
composed, well exposed,
and lots of wholesome fun!

The Expanding Visions 26 class
ends tonight with participants
sharing their images from each
of the three assignments. Each
Club member may submit up
to five images from Flower,
Food, and Found Objects
Photography. We will review
the images and comment on
how well they fit the criteria of
the assignments. Please join us
Monday, December 28
on Zoom for this educational
No Meeting (Winter Break)
and entertaining evening.
Enjoy the holiday season! Stay
safe and healthy by following
Monday, December 21
all the safety rules in effect
Theme Night—Holidays
(social distancing, wearing
Tonight is about the holidays.
masks, using hand sanitizer
Your choice—Thanksgiving,
often, etc.).
Christmas, Hanukkah, New
Years, Kwanzaa, whatever.
Interpret the theme any way
you like. Members may submit
up to 10 images of their choice.
The images can be old or new,
but they must be yours. They
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